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Veranda & Glass Room Range

This brochure is intended as a guide and, because of the bespoke nature of what we do,
does not include all possible variants but does give a flavour of the scope of projects we
undertake. If in doubt, ask. For the latest updates, visit our website.
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Specialists in Bespoke Veranda, Glass Room,
Carport & Sun Shading Solutions
Whether you are looking for an Aluminium Veranda, Glass Room or Sun Shading
solution, you’re sure to find some interesting ideas as you browse through our website. We
are experienced specialists in this arena and we know that in every project we undertake
there are always unique and interesting elements to accommodate. As such, ours is a
bespoke service to suit your particular set of circumstances and requirements. Regardless of
the system you choose, in all instances, it will be installed by a team of expert, experienced
craftsmen.
Invite Diatostyle to design and quote for an outdoor area that suits your home’s personality
as well as your lifestyle and budget. There is no obligation to buy and it will give us both the
opportunity to discuss your project in detail, look at potential options to fulfill your goals and
give you a chance to view appropriate samples from our mobile showroom. On this visit, we
will carry out a full survey and often be able to give you a firm quote on the same day. At
Diatostyle we believe in treating our customers fairly, don’t employ commission sales people
or subject our customers to high pressure sales tactics – just good honest advice and fair
pricing.
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Veranda
Bespoke Aluminium Veranda supplied and installed by expert craftsmen. Depending on
the range and style, projections of up to 6 metres can be accommodated and in all
cases, unlimited widths. We are able to offer roof materials in polycarbonate, or
toughened, laminated and self-cleaning glass.

Cachet Edition Bespoke Veranda

Classic Victorian Style

Designo, Ixoria & Olympiad

Supreme Edition Bespoke Veranda

Solo Edition, Freestanding Veranda

Alfresco Contemporary
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Cachet Edition Bespoke Veranda

The Cachet Edition veranda from our ‘Deutsche Kollektion’ is a luxurious bespoke aluminium
veranda manufactured and installed to exacting requirements, yet, eminently affordable.
Featuring a sophisticated, strong and robust structure that is thoughtfully designed and
applicable to every situation.
With the Cachet aluminium veranda, you can choose either 8.8mm clear laminated glass,
8.8mm heat reflecting laminated glass or 16mm multiwall polycarbonate roof panels.
You can even retro-fit the Cachet veranda at a later date with the optional glass panels, doors
or aluminium panels to transform your veranda into a Glass Room which makes for an
interesting alternative to a conservatory.





Aluminium Construction
8.8mm Glass or 16mm Multiwall Polycarbonate Sophisticated & Stylish Design
Up to 6m between Posts Up to 4m Projection
10 Year Guarantee
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Supreme Edition Bespoke Veranda

The Supreme Edition Aluminium Veranda from our ‘Deutsche Kollektion’ is a variant of the
Cachet Edition with reinforced guttering and rafters that make it possible to have larger widths
and projections with just two posts.
Not only does this give a better panoramic view but it also creates more space for your garden
furniture.
As with the Cachet Edition, you can choose either 8.8mm clear laminated glass, 8.8mm heat
reflecting laminated glass or 16mm multiwall polycarbonate roof panels. You can also retro-fit
this model at a later date with the optional glass panels, doors or aluminium panels to transform
this veranda into a Garden / Glass Room which makes for an interesting alternative to a
conservatory.






Aluminium Construction
8.8mm Glass or 16mm Multiwall Polycarbonate Sophisticated & Stylish Design
Up to 6m Between Posts Up to 6m Projection
Extra Heavy Duty Reinforced Rafters & Guttering
10 Year Guarantee
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Classic Victorian Style Veranda

The Victorian Style Veranda will transform a carport, canopy or veranda into an ornate and
beautiful shade and shelter structure that will enhance the exterior of your building.
This elegant Victorian Style Veranda creates the ultimate high class finish and is ideal for period
buildings and houses, enhancing the exterior and adding extra character and enabling the
structure to fit in with your home or building as if it was built at the same time. It can also offer a
unique contrast for more modern style buildings too.
The Victorian Style Veranda includes decorative gallows brackets and post sleeves that are
made from cast aluminium.






All Aluminum Structure
6mm Glass or Up To 35mm Polycarbonate
Solid Cast Aluminium Base Option
Cast Aluminium Gallows Brackets Option
10 Year Guarantee
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Solo Edition, Free Standing Veranda

The Solo Edition from our ‘Deutsche Kollektion’ is a free standing veranda that allows you to create a
structure anywhere in your garden without the need for a supporting wall. With this free- standing
veranda, you have the option to have the gutter at the rear and the highest point of the veranda at the
front if you prefer. The robust aluminium construction of the Solo Edition makes it eminently suitable for
both commercial and domestic projects and can even used as a basis for a Glass Room.
With the Solo Edition Free Standing Veranda’s construction, you can choose either 16mm multiwall
polycarbonate roof panels or 8.8mm laminated glass. In addition, there are various options available such
as aluminium wall panels, sliding glass panels or doors to make it into a Garden / Glass Room.







Aluminium Construction
8.8mm Glass or 16mm Polycarbonate
Reverse Pitch Option
up to 5m Between Posts
10 Year Guarantee
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Designo, Ixoria & Olympiad Veranda

Dependent on your overall requirements this Veranda range manufactured in England will give you
the possibility of up to a 6 metre projection with various options of Glass or Polycarbonate roof
panels. In all cases, they are exceptionally robust and the range is extensive enough that will fit into
most people’s wish lists and / or budgetary constraints.






All Aluminum Structure
6mm Toughened Glass
16mm / 35mm Polycarbonate Options
6 metres Projection Possible
10 Year Guarantee
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Alfresco Contemporary Veranda

The Alfresco Glass Veranda is our stunning range topping British built veranda. With its massive 6
metre span between posts, your outside view will not be compromised.
We have worked closely with a leading designer in the glazing industry to create the Alfresco Glass
Veranda. An innovative and striking system that will enhance and add value to your home, allowing you
to be sheltered and comfortable in your garden whatever the weather.






All Aluminum Structure
8mm Toughened Glass
Up to 6m Between Posts
Up to 6m Projection
10 Year Guarantee
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Glass Rooms
When it comes to making the garden a part of your home, DiatoStyle’s Garden and Glass Rooms
are perfect in terms of style, design and versatility. Using unique designs, we are sure to have a
system to offer that will be in keeping with the appearance and function that you are looking to
achieve and within an affordable budget. They are a great alternative solution to a traditional
Conservatory.

Bespoke Glass Room

Bioclimatic Glass Room
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Bespoke Aluminium Glass Room

Creating a fully enclosed Glass Room (also known as a Winter Garden) means you will be able
to enjoy natural light and that outdoors feel for the majority of the year in a comfortable and
inviting environment. Lockable sliding glass doors at the front with 1xed side panels at the sides
is often the preferred configuration although sliding glass doors on one or both sides is also an
option – the choice is yours.
Adding heating and lighting will extend the use of your glass room throughout the winter months
making the most of any sunshine, regardless of the outside temperature. If you’ve considered a
conservatory, then this would make for a terri1c alternative, will give an ‘outdoorsy’ feel all year round
and that can be installed with minimal disruption. We’ll build you a bespoke Glass Room in the
style and with the options that suit your home and budget.






Sliding Glass Panels
Lockable Options
Optional Heating & Lighting
Can be Retro-Fitted
10 Year Guarantee
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Bioclimatic Pergola Glass Room

With a Bioclimatic Glass Room you create it as an extra space to your property that perfectly
overflows into your garden and have the benefit of opening the rotating aluminium roof slats on
sunny days by rotating the roof slats. When it’s just too cold to sit outside, you can sit comfortable
in your Glass Room and enjoy your garden. Sliding glass doors allow you to make your garden
room virtually transparent on all sides giving an unfettered view of your garden.
Bring the outside into your house with the luxurious Bioclimatic Glass Room, stay outside longer in all
types of weather, enjoy your garden more and appreciate the fresh outdoor feel all year round. Creating
a fully enclosed Bioclimatic Glass Room means you will be able to enjoy natural light and that outdoor
feel for the majority of the year in a comfortable and inviting environment.
Adding heating and lighting will extend the use of your glass room throughout the winter months making
the most of any sunshine, regardless of the outside temperature. If you’ve considered a conservatory,
then this would make for a terrific alternative, will give an ‘outdoorsy’ feel all year round and that can be
installed with minimal disruption.





Rotating Roof Slats
Sliding Glass Doors
Lockable Option
Can be Retro-Fitted
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Some Customer Reviews ….

Classic Victorian Style Veranda

“Friendly, professional, punctual, skilled team. Great clean and hassle free install. Highly recommended. Much
appreciated guys.”
Mr. VS – Ruislip, Middx.

“Absolutely delighted with it. High quality, beautifully made. Installation team were fab too..”
Mrs CB – Towcester
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“Keep up the good work! The team on site were professional, friendly and hard working. I would have no hesitation in
recommending their work to friends and family. Thank you.”
Mr & Mrs M – Chorleywood

“From discussions to installation everything was very professional and we are very pleased with the end product.
Excellent job. Thank you.”
Mr & Mrs B – North London
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“Excellent Victorian style veranda and installation from first enquiry to cracking the first cork!“
Dr JTR – Home Counties

“We had a glass Veranda installed by Diatostyle one of my comments to Anthony was ‘I wish everyone traded like
you’ this was due to the ‘above and beyond’ service we received and the way we were treated by Anthony and
Diatostyle. If you are considering using Diatostyle I 100% recommend them. Steve F, a very, very happy customer.
Aldershot.“
Mr SF - Aldershot
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“Excellent job !! Workmanship of installers, Dan and Kevin, worthy of praise. Both very hard working and came on
time in morning and only left when all was done. Veranda installed as per order and looks wonderful. Highly
recommended!!”
Mr. AV – Ascot, Berkshire

“Very good service and installation”
Mr. JA – Towcester, Northamptonshire
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“Derek and I are very pleased with the verandah, it looks very stylish and your team were excellent. “
Mr & Mrs DP - Winchester

“Excellent team !!!”
Mr BW – Herne Bay
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“Anthony was friendly and professional from his first visit through to the end of the build. The installation team were
highly competent and clearly committed to delivering a high quality product. A number of site specific issues arise during
the build and they dealt with them effectively and without fuss. If it hadn't been for the doors arriving late from Germany (I
was kept informed throughout) it would have been a perfect process. Well done.”
Mr. RM – Abingdon, Oxon

“We are very pleased with our new bioclimatic veranda. Arrived in time, installed during 3 days by highly skilled team of
professionals. Very good investment, highly recommend!”
Mrs. EV – London
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